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Spin filtering effects in nano-pillars of Fe-MgO-Fe single crystalline magnetic tunnel junctions are

explored with two different sample architectures and thin MgO barriers (thickness: 3–8

monolayers). The two architectures, with different growth and annealing conditions of the bottom

electrode, allow tuning the quality of the bottom Fe/MgO interface. As a result, an interfacial

resonance states (IRS) is observed or not depending on this interface quality. The IRS contribution,

observed by spin polarized tunnel spectroscopy, is analyzed as a function of the MgO barrier

thickness. Our experimental findings agree with theoretical predictions concerning the symmetry of

the low energy (0.2 eV) interfacial resonance states: a mixture of D1-like and D5-like symmetries.
VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4875386]

Theoretical works1,2 predicted that symmetry dependent

spin filtering leads to huge tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR)

ratio in single crystalline magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs).

The Fe/MgO/Fe structure was found to be a model system

for understanding the transport in single crystalline MTJs

due to the layer by layer growth of MgO on (100) Fe

surface.3,4 Numerous experimental studies have been per-

formed on this system in the asymptotic barrier thickness re-

gime (�10 monolayers (MLs)), where the transport is mostly

dominated by states with k||¼ 0 (D direction in reciprocal

space), and where huge TMR values are expected. Indeed,

this regime is dominated by the D1 symmetry channel, which

is half metallic with respect to the spin channels.

Nevertheless, the measured TMR ratios in such single crys-

talline MTJs remain limited5–8 with respect to the theoretical

prediction and to experimental results obtained with texture

junctions.9,10 Limitations of the TMR in experimental mono-

cristalline Fe/MgO/Fe MTJs have been first associated to the

presence of oxygen vacancies within the MgO barriers,11–13

roughness of interfaces14 or controversial Fe oxidation at

Fe/MgO interfaces.15–18 Furthermore, it has also been

observed that structural defects of the barrier, attributed to

misfit dislocations involved in this barrier regime, are detri-

mental for TMR.19,20 Beyond these chemical and structural

defects, specificity of interface electronic structure has to be

taken into account in epitaxial junctions. The existence of

interfacial states at the interface between Fe(100), vacuum,

insulators, or semiconductor, located in the minority band

above the Fermi level, has been initially theoretically

predicted.1,21,22 These states were expected to have major

importance on tunneling transport.1,24 They have been exper-

imentally observed23,25–27 and furthermore theoretically

refined by ab-initio calculations within the non-equilibrium

regime of a biased Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ.28 If the symmetry char-

acter of the high energy interfacial resonance state (IRS)

(1 eV) has been clearly analyzed,26 the Bloch symmetry of

the low energy IRS has been poorly investigated via spin

polarized tunneling spectroscopy experiments. Theoretically,

this IRS state has been first predicted to belong to D1-like

symmetry in the case of vacuum interface,29 whereas a more

recent study predicts a mixing of D1-like and D5-like symme-

tries at MgO interface.30 However, symmetry channels like

D5, which are strongly attenuated within the single crystal

barrier, are not suitably studied in the asymptotic tunnel

transport regime (thick barrier junctions).

The present study is focused on the transport properties

of Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junctions at the early stage of the MgO

barrier growth, with a MgO thickness between 3 and 8

monolayers. These junctions are particularly interesting for

spin transfer torque applications where the manipulation of

the magnetization by spin currents require tunnel currents

larger than critical values.31–33 Moreover, in contrast with

thick barrier junctions, both lower spin filtering effect and

better structural quality of the barrier are expected. The bet-

ter structural quality of the thin barrier relates to the pseudo-

morphic growth of MgO strained on Fe in this thickness

range. For thicker barrier, above a critical thickness,34 dislo-

cations appear and propagate across the whole MgO layer

due the Fe/MgO lattice mismatch. Moreover, the quality of

the bottom Fe/MgO interface is tuned by the sample archi-

tecture (soft or hard layer at the bottom), and specific signa-

ture of interfacial electronic structure (e.g., IRS) on tunnel
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transport is explored. The present study shows that the low

symmetry filtering provided by the thin MgO single crystal

barrier allows to study the tunnel transport contribution of

the low energy (0.2 eV) IRS with different barrier thick-

nesses, and analyzing its Bloch symmetry.

The MTJs are grown using molecular beam epitaxy

(MBE) controlled by in-situ reflection high energy electron

diffraction (RHEED). Two architectures of junctions

have been considered, with bottom magnetic free layer

(A-type): MgO//MgO-10 nm/Fe(1)-45 nm/MgO-5, 6, 7, 8

ML/Fe(2)-10 nm/Co-30 nm/Au-20 nm, and with bottom

magnetic hard layer (B-type): MgO//MgO-10 nm/Cr40 nm/

Co-3.5 nm/Fe(1)-2.5 nm/MgO-3, 4, 5, 6 ML/Fe(2)-7 nm/

Au-20 nm. To check the MgO thickness dependence of trans-

port characteristics for each junction type, four MgO thick-

nesses have been grown on the same wafer by using an

in-situ shutter; all other growth parameters are then identical

for each A or B type sample. They are denoted as A(B)-x-

ML, where x states for the MgO barrier thickness expressed

in ML. The structural quality and the flatness of each metal-

lic layer have been optimized by tuning the annealing tem-

perature and checked by RHEED. For A-samples, Fe(1) has

been annealed at 450 �C (20 min). For B-samples, the Cr

buffer layer has been annealed at 600 �C, whereas tempera-

ture annealing of Co and Fe(1) have been limited to 370 �C
and 350 �C, respectively (10 min), to prevent the Cr-Co or

Co-Fe inter-diffusion. Finally, for A- and B-samples, MgO

layer has been grown at 80 �C and Fe(2) has been annealed

at 220 �C for 20 min. The thicknesses of the MgO barriers

are precisely controlled from RHEED oscillations as pre-

sented in Fig. 2. The static magnetic properties of the as-

deposited MTJ stacks have been controlled using standard

vibrating sample magnetometry. As the area resistance prod-

uct (RA) of the MTJ decreases with the barrier thickness,

one has to reduce the area to get junctions resistance at least

in the 50 X range suitable for the measurement set-up.

Patterning pillars with sub-micrometric lateral sizes has been

performed by combined e-beam and UV-lithography and ion

milling using a sputtered hard mask (Ti 5 nm/Au 130 nm/Ti

30 nm). The nano-pillars sizes are 300� 100 nm2 (A-sample)

and 200� 100 nm2 (B-sample). Their transport properties

have been measured with two probes and differential conduct-

ance measurements were performed with a lock-in at 1 kHz.

All the magneto-transport experiments presented in this paper

are performed at room temperature (RT).

Fig. 1(a) represents the schematic picture of the device

contacts with bottom and top electrodes and Fig. 1(b) repre-

sents the SEM picture of a 200 nm circular nano-pillar. To

ensure a monodomain magnetic configuration, measurements

are carried on 300� 100 nm2 (A-sample) and or 200� 100 nm2

(B-sample) rectangular shaped nano-pillar.

Figure 2 presents RHEED diffraction patterns of the

Fe(1) layer for both samples after annealing. The difference

of surface quality between A and B samples is obvious.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) exhibit a bright central spot with

Kikuchi lines and only first order weak diffraction rods,

whereas Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show a thinner central spot

with several higher order diffraction rods. These features

give evidence of better flatness quality of the bottom

Fe/MgO interface of A-samples with respect to B-samples,

as a result of the different annealing temperatures: 450 �C
compared with 350 �C. Nevertheless, RHEED oscillations

during MgO growth are observed for both samples with a

larger damping in the case of B-sample (Figure 2(e)), as

expected from the lower quality of the initial surface. The

nominal MgO thickness is estimated from the period of

RHEED oscillations with an absolute uncertainty of about

0.5 ML. Moreover, we point out that no superlattice line is

observed in Figure 2(a), as can be found in case of carbon

contamination.32 Thanks to the deposition of a MgO buffer

layer, the bottom Fe/MgO interface in A samples is free

from carbon segregation.

Figure 3 shows the Resistance per Area product (RpA)

in the parallel (GP) magnetization configuration as a function

of MgO barrier thickness for both A- and B-samples. As

expected, the RpA product increases exponentially with

MgO barrier thickness. We point out that the experimental

RpA products of B-samples are globally shifted to lower val-

ues with respect to A-samples. This shift lies almost within

FIG. 1. (a) The schematic picture of the contacting geometry with the indi-

cation of Top (TE) and Bottom (BE) electrodes. (b) SEM picture of 200 nm

diameter patterned nano-pillar.

FIG. 2. RHEED diffraction patterns of bottom Fe (001) surface after anneal-

ing: (a) and (b) for A-samples; (c) and (d) for B-samples; Figure 2(e):

RHEED oscillations of the MgO barrier for A and B—samples.

182402-2 Gangineni et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 182402 (2014)
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the MgO thickness uncertainty. However, one might corre-

late the higher resistance state of A-junctions with respect to

B-junctions with the better quality of the barrier (roughness

and thickness homogeneity). For comparison, results taken

from the theoretical Density Functional Theory (DFT) calcu-

lations on Fe/MgO/Fe interfaces1 have also been plotted in

Figure 3. Interestingly, RpA experimental values, plotted in

logarithmic scale, exhibit a linear variation with a slope

(dashed lines) close to the theoretical one for A-5� x� 7

ML and B-3� x� 5 ML samples. We point out that a

deviation of log(RpA) versus tMgO from the linear depend-

ence is observed for the thicker barrier of each sample: A-8

ML and B-6 ML exhibit a lower resistance than expected

from the exponential dependence (dashed line). We will as-

sociate this deviation to a sudden decrease of the quality of

the barrier, this point being addressed more in detail below.

Figures 4(a)–4(e) gather the bias voltage dependence of

differential conductance G¼ dI
dV measured in GP and antipar-

allel (GAP) magnetic configuration, TMR and derivative of

GAP. Vbias is the voltage applied to bottom electrode with

respect to top: electrons flow from top to bottom electrode

for positive bias. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) present the dynamical

conductance of A and B samples, respectively, for the same

MgO thickness (5 ML). A symmetric behavior is observed

for both GP and GAP versus Vbias for B-sample with a stron-

ger increase of conductance with voltage in the AP state. On

the contrary, an asymmetric behavior is observed in the case

of A-sample, particularly in Gap(V) with a peculiar feature

where Gap crosses GP for voltages above 0.15 V. This

increase of antiparallel conductance can be associated to an

increase of the minority spin current which dominates in AP

configuration. Its asymmetric shape is a signature of the

different quality of the two barrier interfaces; this feature is

then attributed to the contribution of the interfacial resonance

state (IRS) lying in the minority band just above the Fermi

level1 at about 0.2 eV.23,27 The existence of this interfacial

state at the bottom interface of the barrier in sample A

is attributed to its specific flatness quality (as shown in

Figure 2) induced by high temperature annealing.

FIG. 3. Parallel resistance per junction area products (RPA) versus MgO bar-

rier thickness for both A and B series samples.

FIG. 4. Bias voltage dependence of:

(a) and (b): parallel and antiparallel

differential conductance, GP and GAP,

for A-5 ML MgO and B-5 ML MgO

samples, respectively; (c) and (d):

TMR ratio for A and B-samples; (e):

absolute value of the derivative of the

differential antiparallel conductance.

Figure 4(f): MgO thickness depend-

ence of the attenuation rate of the IRS

contribution in dGAP=dV and from

Ref. 1 referred to the 5 ML thickness.

182402-3 Gangineni et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 182402 (2014)
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The TMR ratio is deduced from the resistance (R¼ V
I )

measured in RP and RAP configuration: TMR¼ RAP�RP

RP
. The

TMR(V) curve corresponding to A samples exhibits an

asymmetrical shape with respect to B samples, with a strik-

ing sign reversal. These features can be readily interpreted in

the light of the differential conductance behavior. This sign

reversal is due to the activation of the minority IRS states as

dominant transport channel in the AP configuration. As pre-

viously explained,25 in that case, the competition between

the positive spin polarization of bulk Fe with the negative

polarization of the Fe/MgO interface provided by the minor-

ity IRS has to be considered. When the IRS is not contribut-

ing to tunneling transport (e.g., IRS quenched by roughness

or not available at given energy), the positive spin polariza-

tion of the bulk Fe is usually dominating and results in a pos-

itive TMR. This can be observed in Figure 4(d) for

B-samples in which the TMR has positive values for any

Vbias. We note that in B-samples the absence of IRS states is

furthermore confirmed from the differential conductivity

measurements shown in Figure 4(b). In the asymptotic re-

gime (thicker barrier), TMR reversal at low voltage has not

been observed in standard Fe/MgO/Fe junctions8,26,34 but

has already been observed in interfacial carbon doped junc-

tion Fe-C/MgO/Fe.30,35 In this last case, in agreement with

theoretical calculations, the carbon doping enhances the mi-

nority IRS density at low voltage and its D1 character. Thus,

this enables the observation of minority IRS signature in tun-

nel transport although the MgO thickness is large and the D1

symmetry is dominating the tunnel conductance. The signa-

ture of this IRS state exclusively in thinnest standard

Fe/MgO/Fe junction suggests that it allows the propagation

of symmetry states largely attenuated by the barrier, such as

D5, whose contribution is avoided in the asymptotic regime.

Moreover, bulk states also contribute to the tunnel conduc-

tion.8,26,30 To quantify the influence of IRS conduction, the

derivative of GAP has been plotted versus Vbias in Figure 4(e)

for A and B samples. Assuming the absence of IRS signature

on tunnel characteristics in B junctions, and in A junctions

for negative voltage (when electrons are injected towards the

top MgO/Fe interface, where the IRS is quenched by larger

roughness), the contribution of the IRS can then be quanti-

fied by the asymmetric weight of the peak at þ0.2 V, as

shown by the green arrow in the figure. The weight of the

IRS in j dGAP

dV j is presented in Figure 4(f) as a function of

MgO thickness, with reference to the A-5 ML sample. It is

compared to the theoretical attenuation rate of D1 and D5

symmetries.1 The experimental points are observed to stay

between the calculated attenuation rates for D1 and D5 sym-

metries, which indicate the symmetry mixing of this low

energy IRS as theoretically predicted.1,29 The presence of

the D1 component of this low voltage IRS, which is the only

component evolved in the large barrier thicknesses regime,

agrees with the observation of an asymmetric voltage de-

pendence of the TMR in these junctions.8,10 This D1 minority

conduction channel induced by the interface and located

close to the Fermi level may contribute to the limited TMR

ratio of the epitaxial junctions with respect to textured

junctions.

The TMR dependence with MgO thickness is also

revealed in Figures 4(c) and 4(d). The TMR increases

(spin filtering increases) with MgO barrier thickness (from 5

ML to 7 ML and 3 ML to 5 ML in A- and B-samples, respec-

tively) as expected.1 We come back now to the anomaly

found in Figure 3, where we analyzed the resistance area-

product (RpA) variation with MgO thickness (tMgO). The

sudden decrease of log (RpA) from the expected linear varia-

tion with tMgO, observed for the thickest barrier of both A

and B junctions, corresponds in Figure 4 to the sudden

decrease of the TMR versus tMgO. Such non-monotonic de-

pendence of RpA and TMR with MgO thickness has already

been reported in Fe/MgO single crystal MTJs.36 We propose

to associate these features with a decrease of the MgO barrier

quality for a peculiar thickness. This could be related to the

specific properties of MgO epitaxial growth on (001) Fe,

induced by their relative lattice mismatch. During the depo-

sition of the first layers, the growth is pseudomorphic: MgO

adopts the in-plane lattice parameter of Fe. Due to the strain

energy, above a critical thickness, the plastic relaxation

occurs: MgO recovers its own lattice parameter with the

introduction of extended defects as dislocations.19,34 The det-

rimental contribution of these defects to transport properties

in Fe/MgO/Fe junctions has been clearly reported.19,34

Moreover, this relaxation depends obviously on growth con-

ditions: it occurs at a larger deposited thickness for a lower

deposition temperature, when the layer by layer growth is

more effective (with less damped RHEED intensity oscilla-

tions).3 In the present study, the MgO growth conditions are

governed by the quality of the initial Fe surface which are

obviously optimized for A-samples with respect to B, as

illustrated in Figures 2(a)–2(d). As a result, MgO layer by

layer growth is better controlled in A-samples, as illustrated

with RHEED intensity oscillations in Figure 2(e). This

would be coherent with a larger expected critical thickness

for the MgO plastic relaxation in A-samples (�8 ML), than

in B-samples (�6 ML). Furthermore, above these critical

thicknesses, the dislocations will always exist in the MgO

barrier and will play a negative role on spin and symmetry

filtering efficiency. However, due to limited density of dislo-

cations and existence of perfect structural coherent zones

within Fe/MgO/Fe MTJs,20 the global symmetry filtering

efficiency of the MgO barrier increases with barrier thick-

ness. This explain the subsequent experimentally observed

enhancement of TMR with barrier thickness in the asymp-

totic regime,8 as theoretically predicted by Butler et al.1,2

In summary, the transport properties of epitaxial

Fe/MgO/Fe junctions have been investigated in the low

thickness barrier regime (3 ML to 8 ML), where poor sym-

metry filtering by the MgO barrier enable analysis of tunnel

transport channels quenched at large MgO thickness (asymp-

totic regime). Therefore, we were able to analyze specific

signature of D5 conduction channel. A tunnel magnetoresist-

ance sign reversal at low voltage due to the contribution of

the Fe/MgO interfacial resonant state located in the minority

band close above the Fermi level has been observed.

Moreover, the analysis of MgO thickness dependence of the

antiparallel conductivity indicates a mixing symmetry char-

acter D1-typeþD5-type of this IRS. The D1-type component

of this low voltage IRS may contribute to the limitation of

the TMR in junctions with a larger MgO thickness. As a con-

sequence, the possibility of tuning this IRS towards higher

182402-4 Gangineni et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 182402 (2014)
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energy level or towards D5 symmetry by chemical or struc-

tural interface engineering would be interesting to explore.
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